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Outline of today’s class

n Review of course syllabus.

n Introduction to Astrobiology.

n Overview of topics to be covered during this course.
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The search for life in the Universe

n At present, there is no scientific evidence that life exists 
anywhere in the universe except for Earth.

n we will review what qualifies as scientific evidence.

n for now, we will note simply that there is a strong consensus 

among the world’s scientists that no such evidence has yet been 
found.


n It is possible that this is because life does not exist 
anywhere in the universe except for Earth.


n However, it is more likely that we simply have not been 
able to find it yet.



Astrobiology

n Given that we have not yet found life beyond Earth, the search for 
such life is likely to be challenging

n waiting for it to appear on our doorstep doesn’t seem to work!

n simply pointing telescopes at the sky hasn’t been successful either

n clearly there is a need for good strategies in deciding how best to increase 

our chances of finding life elsewhere

n The science of Life in the Universe is called Astrobiology

n The primary goals of astrobiology include


n understanding the conditions necessary for life on Earth (and possibly the 
conditions required for life in general)


n looking for places in the universe which have these conditions

n trying to actually detect extraterrestrial life



Fields related to astrobiology

n Astronomy

n Biology

n Planetary science

n Geology

n Physics

n Chemistry

n Mathematics

n Statistics

n Computer science

n Philosophy

n …



Is Earth the only “world”?

n Earth was long thought 
to be the only “world”


n For thousands of years, 
the five naked-eye 
planets have been known

n Mercury, Venus, Mars, 

Jupiter, and Saturn

n However, the nature of 

these objects was largely 
unknown until the advent 
of the telescope



The Moon as another world

n In 1609, Galileo showed 
that the Moon is a world 
with mountains, valleys, 
craters, etc.


n He also speculated that 
the lunar maria might be 
oceans of water


n Kepler suggested that 
the Moon had an 
atmosphere and 
inhabitants!



Percival Lowell’s Mars
n In the late 1800’s, astronomer Percival Lowell made 

detailed maps of Mars, identifying numerous “canals”

n He concluded that a Martian civilization had made 

these canals to transport water from the poles to cities 
close to the equator



The Night Sky



Are there other suns?

n Ancient astronomers 
speculated that stars 
were like the Sun but 
much further away


n Confirmation of this idea 
required measurement of 
stellar distances


n One technique for 
measuring distances is 
called stellar parallax



The first detections of stellar parallax

n Ancient astronomers tried to detect 
stellar parallax with the naked eye, 
but were unsuccessful


n In 1838, Friedrich Bessel became the 
first to measure the parallax of 
another star (61-Cygni)

n he found a parallax of 0.3 arcseconds, 

corresponding to a distance of about 
700,000 AU! (11 LY)


n later in 1838, Thomas Henderson 
measured a parallax of 0.76” for 
Alpha Centauri, placing it only 
270,000 AU away (4.3 LY)



Do other stars have planets?

n Given that the Sun is a fairly ordinary star, it seems 
reasonable to imagine that other stars may have planets 
too


n However, it is extremely difficult to detect a (relatively) 
small, faint planet very close to a bright star


n Despite several decades of effort, no so-called extra-solar 
planets had been detected as of the early 1990’s


n However, the first such planet (51 Pegasi) was detected in 
1995


n We now know of 3706 extra-solar planets!



Techniques for finding 
extra-solar planets



How many planets are there in 
the observable Universe?

n We will make a very rough estimate of the number of 
planets in the observable universe, and for the sake of 
argument, let’s be very pessimistic …

n assume that 1% of stars have planets (likely about 1-30%)

n assume that each of these stars has only 1 planet

n assume our Galaxy contains 100 billion stars


n more likely 200-400 billion

n assume the observable universe contains 100 billion galaxies


n likely to be considerably higher

n Together, this implies that the observable universe contains 

100 billion * 100 billion * 1 * 0.01 planets

n 100 billion billion planets in total (1020)


n While this calculation is overly simplistic, there clearly is no 
shortage of locations in which life may exist!





Is this what extra-terrestrial life looks 
like?



A wider variety of possibilities …

?



Where will we discover new life?

n  In a test tube?

n  Bacterial goo on Titan?

n  Biomarkers in an exoplanet atmosphere?

n  Calling us up on an interstellar laser phone?



When will we discover new life?

n  Next 10 years?

n  Next 100 years?

n  Next 1000 years?



Possible scenarios?
n Fossilized evidence of life 

found on Mars

n Fossilized evidence of life 

found in a meteorite

n Evidence of 

photosynthesis in 
atmosphere of an extra-
solar planet


n Signal from alien 
civilization (SETI)


n Living organisms found on 
a meteorite, comet or 
asteroid

n Aliens visit us

n Alien artifacts found on 

nearby planet

n Living biosystem within 

the Solar System



Overview of topics in this course

n Introduction to the Cosmos and the Solar System

n Life on Earth


n What is life?

n What makes Earth suitable for life?

n How did life originate on Earth?  How does it evolve?


n Life in the Solar System

n Which locations in the solar system are “habitable”?

n Searching for life on Mars, Europa, Enceladus, Titan, etc.


n Life beyond the Solar System

n The discovery of planets around other stars

n How common is the Earth?

n The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI)



What does biology tell us about the 
possibilities of life in the Universe?



The key properties of life on Earth



The evolution of Earth’s habitability



Extremophiles on Earth



Places to look in the Solar System

Mars

Enceladus

Titan

Europa



The Solar System’s habitable zone



The nature of the known 
extra-solar planets



The search for extra-terrestrial 
intelligence (SETI)



The challenge of interstellar travel



Factors to consider

n How common is life?

n if it is very rare, we’re unlikely to find it elsewhere in our solar 

system, or even on nearby extra-solar planets

n How common are habitable planets? What can we learn from 

the Solar System?

n How difficult is interstellar travel?


n for us or aliens! 

n How do improvements in technology enhance our chances of 

finding life?

n more sophisticated spacecraft

n better telescopes

n more thorough SETI searches



Before Next Class

n Read Chapter 3 from the textbook.

n Familiarise yourself with course website.

n Assignment 1 will be posted next week.

n Mid-term will be in-class Wednesday 23rd October.

n Details to follow.

n Lecture materials are posted online.

n Labs start on September 10th - be ready!


